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Abstract

Nearly all of the discussion and debate surrounding cloud computi ng presumes that the ideal enterprise cloud 

environment will be built on x86 processors in a massively scaled-out architecture. Unti l recently there has 

been very litt le discussion about the potenti al benefi ts that the mainframe off ers the enterprise as a host for 

a cloud computi ng environment.

This paper presents the potenti al benefi ts that enterprises could derive from the mainframe as a cloud 

environment in terms of cost, reliability, scalability, security and fl exibility. We also set out to highlight the 

changes that have taken place within the mainframe eco-system that mean many of the traditi onal criti cisms 

of the mainframe platf orm are simply out of date.

Key facts

The latest version of the mainframe introduces:

  A consolidati on platf orm that could reduce energy consumpti on, fl oor space required, labour costs  

  and soft ware licensing costs by as much as 90%

  A virtualisati on environment that can support 1000s of mainframe, Linux, and Java environments,  

  all within one physical machine 

  An environment within which System p blades (running AIX) and – in the fi rst half of 2011 -  Linux  

  running on System x blades can run directly alongside the mainframe using the same virtual   

  network and benefi tti  ng from similar levels of reliability, availability and scalability as the mainframe  

  itself.

Key messages

 Contrary to popular myth, the mainframe is alive and well. We oft en hear commentators claiming  

  that the era of the mainframe is “over”, despite the fact that IBM’s mainframe franchise conti nues  

  to grow. In one sense, these statements are true; the mainframe of the 1980s is dead. The 80s   

  mainframe has been replaced by a platf orm that is more open, more cost eff ecti ve and more   

  fl exible than ever before.

  The mainframe represents a compelling propositi on as a cloud hosti ng environment. The   

  mainframe off ers an alternati ve to the massively scaled-out environments that are currently being  

  touted as the future of cloud. Scale-out architectures undoubtedly bring advantages, and in some  

  cases they certainly do represent the best approach, but the scale-up architecture of the mainframe  

  brings its own benefi ts that mean that for some workloads it off ers signifi cant advantages over   

  scaled-out systems. The key lies in understanding which situati ons indicate one approach or   

  the other.

  Dispelling the myths of complexity, integrati on and cost. Criti cs of the mainframe typically cite the  

  same set of problems with the mainframe platf orm – “It is expensive”, “It is a closed environment”,  

  “It is hard to develop soft ware for the mainframe”. These criti cisms may have been true 15 years   

  ago but in the intervening ti me the mainframe has changed radically.
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  IBM’s latest mainframe transforms the value propositi on. The mainframe value propositi on has   

  been undergoing a conti nuous transformati on over the past two decades in terms of the   

  soft ware stack and the hardware. The latest incarnati on of the mainframe, the zEnterprise, takes  

  this evoluti on a signifi cant way further by making it possible to combine mainframe and non-  

  mainframe hardware within a single managed environment.

  If you’re considering consolidati ng SAP, your web infrastructure or your BI platf orms, consider   

  the mainframe. IBM has focussed on exactly these applicati on scenarios in developing the   

  new mainframe and even organisati ons that don’t currently have a mainframe might fi nd the   

  overall value propositi on compelling.

Dispelling some mainframe myths

The next ti me someone says that the mainframe is dead or that the era of the mainframe is over, ask them 

what computi ng platf orm manages their credit-card payments, controls the ATM network they use to withdraw 

cash, or underpins the globe’s airline ti cketi ng systems; almost without excepti on it’s a mainframe.

In the 1980s the mainframe was perceived as costly, complex, and closed. There was some justi fi cati on for 

this view and it helped to drive the adopti on of client-server computi ng as a cheaper, less complex and more 

open approach to computi ng. However, over the past two decades, the mainframe has undergone a dramati c 

transformati on aimed at directly addressing the shortcomings of the 80s mainframe.

The mainframe of the 1980s is dead; welcome to the mainframe of the 2010s

In the 1980s client-server computi ng emerged as a response to the cost and complexity associated with the 

mainframe. Client-server computi ng promised lower cost, greater fl exibility, and an environment that was far 

more open in terms of the ease with which diff erent systems could be integrated with one another. When 

you look back at the mainframe of the 1980s it’s easy to see why client-server computi ng was regarded as a 

bett er, less expensive alternati ve.

1980s – Closed, proprietary, costly

Mainframe Distributed

The mainframe of the 1980s Figure 1.  
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In the 1980s the mainframe was a fortress. On one hand, it was secure, reliable and scalable, but on the 

other hand it was expensive and inaccessible. Companies that wanted to integrate mainframe data with their 

emerging client-server applicati ons oft en had to resort to ETL soluti ons that dumped the mainframe data 

onto tape so that it could then be uploaded into the client-server system.

Within the mainframe environment, you were free to develop your own soft ware – provided you used 

mainframe programming languages like Fortran, COBOL or PL/1. Meanwhile, within the world of distributed 

computi ng there was an explosion of innovati on in the world of programming languages, development tools 

and middleware.

1990s – Fortress mainframe gets a drawbridge

Mainframe Distributed

The mainframe of the 1990s Figure 2.  

In the 1990s IBM took the fi rst serious steps to make it easier 

to integrate mainframe-based applicati ons and non-mainframe 

applicati ons by introducing connecti vity middleware and a number 

of third-parti es (including the likes of Tuxedo and Soft ware AG) 

developed alternati ve middleware products that made it possible 

(albeit at considerable expense and eff ort) to link the mainframe 

and non-mainframe worlds. 

This was undoubtedly “progress”, but the mainframe was sti ll an 

ocean away from being a genuinely fi rst class citi zen in the world 

of distributed computi ng. Developers sti ll had to use “mainframe” 

development tools and programming languages. “Mainframe” middleware and the mainframe was sti ll a 

complex and costly environment to manage and run. The apparent failure of the mainframe to respond to the 

challenges presented by client-server computi ng coupled with the sheer volume of innovati on and creati vity 

within the client-server world resulted in a general belief that the mainframe was a dying platf orm. This belief 

prompted one commentator to declare in 1991 that “The last mainframe will be unplugged on March 15, 

1996”.

“ I predict that the last main-
frame will be unplugged on 
March 15, 1996. “

Stewart Alsop, Infoworld March 

1991
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2000s – Reinventi ng the mainframe

Mainframe

Distributed

The mainframe of the 2000s Figure 3.  

By the end of the 1990s, it was clear that IBM needed to take acti on to re-invigorate the mainframe.  In 1999 

IBM announced plans to work with RedHat to bring Linux to the mainframe platf orm and was able to off er 

mainframe Linux as a standard opti on in 2000.

A CRUCIAL CHANGE IN STRATEGY

The 2000s saw a number of profound changes to the mainframe environment. The most important theme 

surrounding these changes was the decision to take a systems oriented approach to the ongoing development 

of the mainframe by integrati ng the eff orts of IBM’s soft ware and hardware groups. In 2003 IBM made a very 

public commitment to the mainframe by introducing the Mainframe Charter – a promise to its customers 

that IBM would conti nue to invest in the platf orm by investi ng in mainframe hardware design, the soft ware 

ecosystem and in making it easier to manage and integrate the platf orm within a distributed computi ng 

environment.

Throughout the 2000s, major mainframe hardware announcements went hand in hand with soft ware 

announcements and the portf olio of mainframe soft ware products became increasingly aligned with IBM’s 

non-mainframe soft ware portf olio.

The improvement this strategy brought about in terms of integrati ng IBM’s diff erent mainframe off erings and 

integrati on between IBM’s non-mainframe products as well was signifi cant for two key reasons; it reduced 

the cost and complexity associated with provisioning a mainframe and helped IBM to off er a more integrated 

alternati ve to the host of third-party products that are available for the mainframe from vendors like CA and 

Compuware.
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Soft ware and hardware alignment

Throughout the 2000s IBM set about aligning its distributed and mainframe soft ware off erings;

 CICS was enhanced to support web services with the introducti on of SOAP for CICS

 IMS added support for RSS

 IBM’s mainframe development tools portf olio was integrated within the Rati onal    
  development tools family (Rati onal Developer for System z)

 IBM’s systems management soft ware Tivoli was integrated so that key components (like    
  identi ty management, for example) could run on either distributed or mainframe systems

 DB2 was enhanced to improve the level of integrati on between the mainframe and non-   
  mainframe versions of the database

 Mainframe management was dramati cally simplifi ed with the release of Systems Director   
  (a graphical management tool for the mainframe that automates a host of administrati on   
  tasks)

The hardware conti nued to evolve with improvements to the price/performance of the machine itself. This 

was further enhanced with the introducti on of the ability to offl  oad specifi c workloads (notably Java and 

Linux) from the main processors onto less specialist processors that were less costly themselves and also 

reduced the number of “core” MIPS that had to be licensed. At the same ti me key IBM soft ware products 

– DB2, Rati onal development tools, the Websphere middleware family and the Tivoli systems management 

suite all became increasingly aligned with both the mainframe and distributed platf orms.

SOA COMES TO THE MAINFRAME

One of the key changes in the mainframe was the additi on of much improved support for SOA. Venerable 

technologies like CICS and IMS were all extended to make it possible to integrate them within an SOA-based 

environment.  CICS now ships with support for SOAP and web services. Technologies like MQ Series act as a 

SOA bridge between the mainframe and other environments and the combinati on of middleware, security 

technology and management tools mean that for some organisati ons the mainframe can serve as a single 

organisati on-wide ESB.
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2010 – The next generati on

Mainframe

Distributed

The next generati on of the IBM mainframe Figure 4.  

In July 2010, IBM launched the zEnterprise server, which delivered two sets of benefi ts. Firstly, the new 

mainframe delivers signifi cant improvements to the basic performance of the mainframe:

  The fastest general purpose CPU ever, running at 5.2Ghz

  Up to 40% performance improvement for traditi onal mainframe workloads

  80% improvement in Linux price/performance

  A consolidati on platf orm that could reduce energy consumpti on, fl oor space required, labour   

  costs and soft ware licensing costs by as much as 90%

  Introducti on of RAIM (redundant array of independent memory) which signifi cantly improves   

  the reliability of system memory

Secondly, and perhaps the most signifi cant feature of this release, is the integrati on the platf orm off ers with 

non-mainframe hardware. The zEnterprise can be att ached to a zBX, which provides housing for up to 112 

p-Series blades, running AIX; x-Series blades (running Linux) will be supported in the fi rst half of 2011. The zBX 

is connected to the zEnterprise machine via two private network connecti ons: a 10Gb Ethernet connecti on is 

used by the applicati ons to provide ultra highspeed connecti vity, and a second management network (running 

at 1Gb/s) is used by the machine’s management soft ware to control the diff erent hardware devices within 

the system.

The blades housed within the zBX are managed, along with the mainframe itself, by a single management 

component called zManager. The zManager adds features to blade technology management that have 

traditi onally been the sole preserve of the mainframe. The management component automati cally discovers 

new hardware, manages and monitors running hardware, and supports running upgrades to soft ware and 

fi rmware.

The zBX is built with levels of hardware redundancy comparable to the mainframe itself, so key components 

like power supplies, power distributi on units, network switches and fans are all shipped with at least one 

additi onal or redundant component. 
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Cloud in a box : Using the mainframe as the host for a cloud environment

Cloud computi ng is being heralded as the next evoluti on of systems architecture. The benefi ts of cloud 

computi ng are primarily built on the noti on that cloud environments allow you to gain benefi ts in terms of 

cost and fl exibility by virtualizing the diff erent workloads and deploying them within an environment that can 

automati cally scale-up or down as workload demands change over ti me.

Broadly speaking, cloud computi ng environments can be;

  Public

The environment is run on shared infrastructure accessible via the internet. In this scenario you pay 

a third party like Amazon (EC2) to run your workload and are charged according to the CPU ti me your 

applicati ons use, the bandwidth they consume and the storage you require.

  Semi-Private

The environment is run by a third party in much the same way as a traditi onal outsourcing contract, 

but you are charged on the basis of uti lisati on rather than paying a fl at fee.

  Private

The environment is run on your own premises. In this scenario you maintain and run your own cloud 

infrastructure.

CLOUD AND THE ENTERPRISE

While there are undoubtedly cases where public cloud is well suited to enterprise computi ng, these cases 

tend to be where the required functi onality is well defi ned and has clear boundaries. IBM and others already 

off er cloud-based development environments, for example, which allow development teams to quickly ramp 

up (or down) as their needs change. 

Public cloud is less suited to complex applicati ons where some of the processing or data can’t be run in the 

cloud. Imagine you have an ERP system running on your own infrastructure, and you want to deploy a web 

applicati on that is available to your customers. It is likely that you won’t be able to simply deploy your ERP 

applicati on in the cloud, so that will have to remain on your infrastructure.

If you deploy the “web components” of the soluti on in a public cloud environment, you will have to manage 

the link between the cloud-based applicati on and your ERP system. While it is possible to do this, and you can 

do this securely by creati ng a VPN that reaches beyond your infrastructure into the cloud environment, there 

is a real likelihood that you’ll encounter signifi cant performance headaches as transacti ons have to cross from 

the cloud environment, over the network, and into your infrastructure. 

If you could derive the same benefi ts of scalability, ease of management, and automati on by deploying cloud 

technology on your own infrastructure, you can avoid the problems that network latency creates – or at 

least you’ll be in a much bett er positi on to manage them, as the whole applicati on will be running on your 

network.
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Building your own cloud

Many pundits will say that the only way to build a private cloud is to deploy a virtualisati on technology, like 

VMware, and install a number of blades that will provide the processing horsepower for your cloud. But there 

is an alternati ve to the conventi onal belief that “scale-out” is the way to deliver cloud computi ng.

Scale-up Scale-out

Scale-up and Scale-out computi ng Figure 5.  

Figure 5 shows, in very simple terms, the architectural diff erence between mainframe or scale-up computi ng 

(where many images run within a single multi -processor machine) and scale-out where one or more images run 

in a number of machines, that are then managed as a single enti ty by a virtualisati on soluti on like VMware.

Looking at the diagram above, it is worth asking the following questi ons about the two approaches;

  What is the likely diff erence in physical footprint?

  What is the likely diff erence in power consumpti on?

  How quickly can you increase capacity?

  What is the likely diff erence in reliability?

  What is the likely diff erence in the ti me it would take for a request to be sent from one virtual   

  image to another?

Few proponents of scale-out computi ng would claim that you can get more processing power per square foot 

of fl oor space by taking a scale-out approach; the total power consumpti on (factoring in all power uti lised 

in order to operate the hardware – including cooling) per processor of a scale-out soluti on vs scale-up can 

be as much as 20 ti mes more. Increasing capacity in a scale-out soluti on is oft en described as simply a case 

of “pushing another blade into a slot”, but that assumes that you have a blade that is waiti ng to be installed 

(which seems like a bit of a waste of capital and capacity) and that you have a vacant slot into which the new 

blade can be inserted. If you don’t have a blade standing by, or if you need to install a new blade enclosure 
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then adding capacity could take a considerable amount of ti me. In the scale-up world, IBM can ship servers 

which are over-provisioned in terms of hardware, with the additi onal processors ready to be enabled on-

demand. Even if new hardware needs to be added, this can be requested as part of the standard procurement 

process and executed as part of the standard maintenance process. 

The questi on of reliability is a complex one. Certainly, a catastrophic failure within an SMP based machine 

will result in a complete outage, while a catastrophic failure within a blade (or even a blade enclosure) may 

only result in a parti al outage for a subset of users. But it isn’t as simple as that. To begin with, the resilience 

of a scale-out applicati on to component failures depends, to a large degree, on the design of the applicati on. 

Some applicati ons have been designed to recover from a parti al failure while others may fail completely. 

In order to deliver high levels of reliability and availability in a scale-out environment, you need to specify 

multi ple network devices, redundant power supplies, and middleware that supports fail-over and recovery. In 

the mainframe environment the same steps have been taken, but these are internalised within the machine 

itself. Taking a simple example like RAM (faulty RAM is one of the more common reasons for the failure of 

a blade) mainframe RAM is designed to be fault tolerant, faulty memory locati ons can be quaranti ned and 

errors can be reported before they result in a system failure. With the latest release of the mainframe IBM 

has introduced RAIM – the RAM equivalent of RAID.

The last questi on depends on the laws of physics. If an electron has to travel 3 metres it will take 10 ti mes longer 

to reach its desti nati on than one that has to travel 30 centi metres. This ignores the diff erent layers of soft ware 

and network hardware that the electron (or request) may have to pass through on its journey. The mainframe 

supports virtual networking, which is signifi cantly faster than machine to machine communicati on.

Both approaches carry their own benefi ts and disadvantages – and the aim of this paper isn’t to say that 

scale-up is the only, and best, way to deliver internal cloud. But the idea that scale-out is the only, and best, 

way is equally untrue.

AN END-USER CASE STUDY: MARSH

Marsh is the world’s largest insurance broker and risk advisor, 

with 24,000 employees worldwide and annual revenues of 

almost $5 billion. Its European, Middle Eastern and African 

(EMEA) business units have their headquarters in London, 

and the company employs approximately 11,000 people.

The company took the decision to modernize an existi ng 

mainframe applicati on by developing a modern web-based 

interface to it. The company chose to use IBM Rati onal 

Host Access Transformati on Services (HATS) to support the 

web-enablement of the applicati on, and then set about 

determining the ideal hardware environment for the new 

functi onality. 

“ Our cost-benefi t analysis showed 
that a distributed architecture based 
on x86 cores would be signifi cantly 
more expensive than an IFL engine – 
which shows that it’s defi nitely worth 
investi gati ng the Enterprise Linux 
Server opti on even for relati vely 
small environments. “

Tim Bennett  - Project Manager, Marsh
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The company had initi ally intended to build a new 

Linux environment on standard x86-based servers, 

when IBM proposed using an Enterprise Linux Server 

soluti on instead, using an Integrated Facility for Linux 

processor in their System z9 Business Class server, 

they conducted a comparison of both opti ons. The 

conclusion of the study was that the mainframe-

based soluti on off ered bett er levels of reliability and 

fl exibility, at signifi cantly lower cost to the Intel based 

proposal.

Since the company already had an IBM mainframe, 

the deployment of the new infrastructure was simply 

a matt er of upgrading the machine, a task that was 

completed by an IBM engineer during a scheduled maintenance window.

AN END-USER CASE STUDY:  THE UNIVERSITY OF BARI

The University of Bari (Universita di Bari) in Italy has chosen to build a cloud computi ng service on top of  an 

IBM System z mainframe running the Linux operati ng system with DB2, WebSphere and Tivoli middleware 

from IBM.

The goal of the project is to help local businesses, including fi shermen, winemakers and trucking companies, 

gain access to computi ng power that would otherwise be unavailable to them. 

One example allows local fi shermen to determine demand in local fi sh markets in real ti me, using a simple 

touch screen interface installed in their boats. The fi shermen enter the type of fi sh caught just minutes ago 

and instantaneously start a virtual aucti on with wholesalers on the docks. Another project links winemakers 

at up to 60 co-operati ve wineries to enable them to determine market demand for various types of wines, 

then package and ship wines demanding the highest price. 

The overall project is being undertaken as part of the Daisy-Net consorti um, which combines public and 

private organisati ons from fi ve regions of southern Italy. Daisy-Net researches, develops and provides transfer 

and training acti viti es for new technologies in the informati on and communicati on technology sector and 

beyond.

Introducing the Enterprise Linux Server – Cloud in a box

The Enterprise Linux Server (ELS) is made up of an IBM z-Series mainframe that ships with the hardware and 

soft ware necessary to create and manage a private cloud of Linux servers. The system takes advantage of 

the mainframe’s built-in support for virtualisati on, combined with IBM’s Tivoli Service Automati on Manager, 

which provides the management and provisioning framework for the machine. 

The ELS can also be used to support Linux-based desktop virtualisati on, using eyeOS, an open-source Virtual 

Linux Desktop platf orm.

“ Compared to procuring several new Intel 
servers, waiti ng for them to be delivered, 
fi nding space for them in the data centre, 
connecti ng all the cables and so on, it was a 
really quick and easy process. We didn’t need 
to buy any new hardware, and we completed 
the whole implementati on during a standard 
weekend maintenance slot, so there was no 
disrupti on for our users. ”

Tim Bennett  – Project Manager, Marsh
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The key features of the ELS are that it is built on mature 

technology, and makes extensive use of IBM’s soft ware 

portf olio (Tivoli, Rati onal, Systems Director) to provide all of 

the core infrastructure that you need in order to deploy an 

internal cloud – all within a single hardware footprint.

The system allows users to defi ne their own standard images 

that can dramati cally reduce the ti me it takes to deploy 

new servers. This approach can have a signifi cant impact on 

hardware and soft ware costs (IBM has seen savings of up to 

75% in some scenarios) as well as reducing the cost and ti me 

associated with systems management. Another by-product 

of using standardised images is the reducti on in faults arising 

from confi gurati on errors (which in some environments can account for the vast majority of applicati on 

failures).

THE ENTERPRISE LINUX SERVER IN ACTION AT ATOS

Atos Origin is a major internati onal IT services provider, employing 50,000 professionals in 40 countries. 

The company off ers integrated design, build and operate soluti ons to large multi -nati onal clients in targeted 

industry sectors, and has annual revenues of around £5.8 billion. An important part of Atos Origin’s UK business 

is managed services – from basic server hosti ng through to full lifecycle management for both hardware and 

applicati ons. 

Atos Origin recently developed a new Linux-based applicati on 

that would help rail transport companies deliver travel 

informati on to staff  and passengers via their mobile phones, 

and wanted to deliver it as a shared service for several major 

rail companies. The company also wanted to enhance its 

service to customers in the insurance industry by upgrading 

from MQSeries Integrator (MQSI) middleware to a new IBM 

WebSphere Message Broker soluti on, which would provide 

support for Web Services integrati on for a number of core 

insurance applicati ons.

Atos Origin decided to use the IBM Enterprise Linux Server 

(ELS) to host these systems. The ELS is an IBM System z10 Business Class server that leverages specialised IBM 

Integrated Facility for Linux (IFL) processors to provide a highly available environment for virtualised Linux 

workload. 

“We have been using IFL processors for several years now, and in our opinion, System z has proved itself as an 

ideal enterprise Linux platf orm,” says Colin Clews. “With a traditi onal distributed approach – even using the 

latest virtualisati on-enabled x86 processors – you end up with a lot of unreliable boxes to manage.

“ Allianz, a global insurance company 
based in Germany, eff ecti vely 
migrated applicati ons from 60 distrib-
uted systems to one Linux on IBM 
System z computer in 48 hours at its 
Australian data centre. “ 

“ We have been using IFL processors 
for several years now, and in our 
opinion, System z has proved itself as 
an ideal enterprise Linux platf orm. “

Colin Clews - Technologies Manager, Atos 

Origin
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With the ELS, we can run hundreds of environments 

within a single physical footprint, and easily deliver the 

24x7 availability that our customers demand.”

The additi onal capacity of the z10 IFLs is available at a 

50 percent lower price than the previous generati on 

of System z servers. The result is a price-performance 

improvement of up to 65 percent. 

Running the mobile applicati on under Linux on the ELS 

proved so successful that Atos also decided to deploy 

the WebSphere Message Broker soluti on in a similar 

environment. The company has invested in a second IFL 

to handle this new workload.

“Running WebSphere Message Broker under Linux on the ELS is considerably more cost-eff ecti ve than our 

existi ng MQSI and z/OS environment,” says Colin Clews. “As a result, we not only benefi t from the extended 

functi onaliti es that Message Broker off ers – we can also deliver them at a more competi ti ve price for our 

customers.”

To provide disaster recovery for the System z environment, the producti on ELS machine is mirrored to a 

smaller z9 server at a secondary data centre. The z9 server features IBM Capacity Backup Upgrade (CBU), 

which enables its capacity to be dramati cally increased if and when it is required to take over the producti on 

workload from the producti on server. With CBU, this spare capacity att racts no maintenance or soft ware 

licensing costs unti l it is actually acti vated.

Linux on the mainframe is also helping Atos Origin develop an on-demand computi ng model for its customers, 

enabling them to pay for computi ng power on a transacti onal basis. “With z/VM, we can provision new Linux 

servers very rapidly, and measure capacity usage very precisely,” says Colin Clews. “If customers need more 

power, we can just turn it on almost instantly, and bill them accordingly.

“We think that the on-demand fl exibility off ered by Linux on the IBM ELS platf orm will be very att racti ve 

to customers who currently run large distributed server environments, enabling them to reduce costs and 

increase responsiveness.”

Summary

It isn’t the intenti on of this paper to say that the mainframe is the “best” host for all cloud computi ng 

environments, but that in some situati ons we believe that it certainly is. Much of the current discourse around 

virtualisati on and cloud computi ng ignores the power of large scale-up environments like the mainframe 

and this is simply foolish. The mainframe of today is profoundly diff erent from the mainframe of the 1980s 

and when debati ng the ideal platf orm for cloud environments, it is only fair to compare today’s mainframe 

with non-mainframe technology rather than relying on a dated understanding of the mainframe’s value 

propositi on.

“ The z10 IFL engines in the new ELS not 
only run Linux environments approxi-
mately twice as fast as the previous 
generati on – they also off er around 40 
percent more capacity, enabling us to 
expand our Linux footprint without 
increasing our costs. “

Colin Clews - Technologies Manager, Atos 

Origin
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About The Bathwick Group
The Bathwick Group is a research-based consulti ng company that helps clients address their most pressing needs in strategic 

planning, go-to-market planning and executi on, and IT infrastructure eff ecti veness:

Consulti ng

 Bathwick Engage A rapid collaborati ve consulti ng service combining external experts and IP protecti on   

 mechanisms to expedite soluti ons to major corporate challenges

 Enterprise IT strategy  Planning and contract support for enterprise IT leaders; producti vity and infrastructure 

 agility benchmarking and best practi ce

 IT vendor strategy and marketi ng  Customer analysis and deep research for IT vendors targeti ng mid-market and  

 enterprise markets

 Sustainability strategy  Modelling and benchmarking for organisati ons wishing to embed sustainable practi ces and  

 miti gate strategic risks

Research and benchmarking

 Research Platf orm  A fl exible soft ware platf orm for organisati ons to deploy their own surveys and benchmarks,   

 both internal (e.g. employee surveys), or external (e.g. market intelligence)

 Media Platf orm  A research platf orm for online media customers, providing an engagement environment to   

 encourage reader registrati on and generate new revenues

Sales enablement

 The Customer Insight Platf orm A soft ware platf orm that supports deployment of sales guidance, customer   

 assessments, marketi ng collaterals, ROI tools, etc. direct to a seller’s laptop for online and offl  ine operati on; for   

 both direct and channel sales support.

The Bathwick Group also includes the ThinkAgain Partnership LLP, a global collaborati ve research network, which brings 

together academics, writers, business and politi cal leaders to generate new insights into business producti vity and perform-

ance, geo-politi cal and environmental issues.
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